Now, do eight 12-step serial dilutions in 60 seconds

by hand or by handle, by gosh!

The Microtiter System* uses less reagent, sample, time and working space for a wide variety of serial dilutions. And, with the new Multi-Micro Diluter Handle, the system is more convenient than ever. Now you can guide multiple diluters through a step-by-step dilution process simply by use of a thumb-operated rotator. Specially designed diluters fit into the unique handle which accommodates up to 12 diluters simultaneously. If you prefer the hand to the handle method, standard diluters are tapered for accurate, simultaneous insertion in plates. Each Microtiter Plate takes the place of 96 test tubes and is available in transparent polished lucite or in ready-to-use disposable form. The calibrated special stainless steel alloy diluters pick up and transfer dilutions from one row to another with accuracy and reproducibility equal to that of the macro test tube technic.

For complete pricing and details, see your S/P Representative...he would like to give you a convincing demonstration, by gosh!

*Developed and Manufactured by Cooke Engineering Co.
Could the lack of proper buffer capacity in your media be the cause of mediocre cell culture results?

The buffering capacity of media is critical to obtaining good results in cell culture studies. Make a simple weighing error while compounding and the medium looks the same . . . BUT, your results are different. Each lot of medium prepared by Microbiological Associates is tested by titration against standard acid and alkaline solutions to assure that the buffering capacity is within standard limits of the prescribed formulation.

This is one of the UNSEEN QUALITIES in media produced by Microbiological Associates.
BALANCED SALT SOLUTIONS
Earle and Hanks solutions now available in economical 1000 ml 6-packs—offering economy and pour-type, screw-cap-bottle convenience.

CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS KIT
(microtechnic)
All necessary materials for a reliable and economical chromosome analysis of leukocytes obtained from peripheral blood. Simplified technic.

For the asking:

(Please send to Hyland Division Travenol Laboratories, Inc., P.O. Box 39672, Los Angeles, Calif. 90039)

- PPLO TEST information
- BALANCED SALT SOLUTIONS information
- CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS KIT information
- HYLAND TISSUE CULTURE CATALOG

Name ________________________________
Organization or firm ____________________
Street ________________________________
City ______________ State __________ Zip ________
Photograph of a double-diffusion pattern on a standard microscope slide, on which as little as 1 μg of antigen and 1 μl of anti-serum show readily visible precipitates. The sensitivity of double-diffusion tests on microscope slides is increased four-fold over macro Ouchterlony plates simply by decreasing the distances between reactant wells by a factor of about 3.

All Agafor components required for Ouchterlony techniques shown at right. These include slide frames, each holding eight standard microscope slides, an agar cutter for Ouchterlony pattern inserts, humidifying chamber for 12 slide frames, a viewer with dark-field illuminator, a universal projector for magnifying entire slide, and slide holders for arranging and storing the finished patterns.

**FEATURES**

- Entire equipment is durable, easy to use, and gives highly reproducible patterns.
- Each slide frame holds 8 standard microscope slides.
- Low-power universal projector images a complete microscope slide on the 8½" x 8½" screen.
- Most frequently used Ouchterlony patterns are available among Agafor inserts.
- Agar cutter uses convenient tube for extracting agar plugs from cut holes.
- Viewer is equipped with a special dark-field illuminator for examining precipitate lines.
- Only the cell and power supply need be added for complete immunoelectrophoresis apparatus.
- Humidifying cabinet has capacity of 12 slide frames with total of 96 slides.
- Slide frame is positioned by a detent on the agar cutter so that the pattern insert perforates the agar layer on each slide quickly and identically.

**THE N.I.L.-AGAFOR COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR DOUBLE-DIFFUSION OUChTERLONY TECHNIQUES ON STANDARD MICROSCOPE SLIDES**

National Instrument Laboratories, Inc.

In Metropolitan Washington, D.C.

12300 PARKLAWN DRIVE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852

PHONE: 933-1144

AREA CODE: 301
The Microtiter system for making serial dilutions has proved to be an essential tool in many of the leading hospitals, research centers, and universities. Because of savings in time, space, and reagents — this self-contained system is equally essential in private laboratories of microbiologists, immunologists, or virologists. It can perform eight serial dilutions simultaneously in minutes. The saving in reagents and sera alone is eight-fold.

When special tests are not feasible with the macro technique, or for routine tests, the Microtiter system provides absolute reliability and reproducibility.

For more information and a complete bibliography of test procedures write:

COOKE ENGINEERING COMPANY
MEDICAL RESEARCH DIVISION
735 North Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria, Virginia
see for yourself...

B-B-L Dehydrated Tissue Culture Media is the easiest way to prepare large quantities of tissue culture media economically. Just add water, stir and sterilize by filtration. Available in most media in 5 and 10 liter sizes.

For further detailed information and your free copy of "Tissue Culture—A Manual of Materials and Methods" write:

BALTIMORE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
Division of B-D Laboratories, Inc., P.O. Box 6711, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
IN CANADA: Becton, Dickinson & Co., Ltd., Clarkson, Ontario
FALCON Disposable Tissue Culture Labware is the best available... specially processed to enhance cell attachment and growth. Provided sterile and chemically clean, it eliminates the need for tedious preparations, autoclaving and messy clean-up procedures. FALCON labware is optically clear and thinner than glass... but more break resistant.

For further detailed information and your free copy of "Tissue Culture—A Manual of Materials and Methods" write:

FALCON PLASTICS  Division of B-D Laboratories, Inc., P.O. Box 6711, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
IN CANADA: Becton, Dickinson & Co., Ltd., Clarkson, Ontario
Available Now:

**HEPATITIS-INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS (HIM) ANTIBODY TEST**

* A definitive test for differentiation between viral hepatitis-infectious mononucleosis and other liver disease.
* A negative HIM-TEST in jaundiced patients rules out viral hepatitis or IM as the cause of hepatic disease.\(^5\)
* Complement fixation antibody and HIM agglutinin did not react with 60 different viruses which cause disease in man.\(^3\)
* Virus isolated from blood of volunteers with icteric hepatitis (injected with NIH icterogenic plasma pool No. 6) in tissue culture was adsorbed on latex particles to form a reagent for detecting agglutinins in hepatitis sera.\(^4\) Testing sera of the original volunteers, agglutinin was absent before injection, titered 1:10 or more 14 days after injection and 1:40 or more during convalescence. Agglutinin was demonstrated in 100% of 81 cases of acute viral hepatitis, 100% of 60 cases of infectious mononucleosis, 20% of 20,000 blood donors. Virus which reacted with serum agglutinin was isolated from 15 sera, from 4 stools and from liver in 3 of 81 cases of hepatitis. One isolate was from the liver of a 3-year-old child who died of hepatitis but also met all hematologic criteria of infectious mononucleosis.\(^7\) Infectious mononucleosis agglutinin was not removed by guinea pig kidney, completely removed by bovine erythrocytes; hepatitis agglutinin partially removed by guinea pig kidney, completely removed by sheep or bovine erythrocytes. This virus, and an IH virus from the liver of a fatal case, now maintained in tissue culture for four years, are serologically identical with isolates from volunteers.

7. Bolin, V. S., Chase, B. S., Mann, F. D., Alsever, J. B. Similar viral isolates and antibodies from hepatitis and infectious mononucleosis. (Submitted).

Literature furnished upon request

**BOLIN LABORATORIES, INC.**

4834 West Glendale Avenue
Glendale, Arizona

---

**IMMUNOCHEMIST —PhD**

New research position for PhD in immunology or immunochemistry with general experience in biochemistry and microbiology.

This position involves research into mechanisms of immune induction, with special interest in the cellular and information transfer processes.

Ortho is located in an attractive suburban area of New Jersey near Princeton. If interested please write including your salary requirements to Mr. Richard Groban

**ORTHO**

Pharmaceutical Corporation
RT 202 RARITAN, NJ 08869

An equal opportunity employer
SENIOR IMMUNOLOGIST

Opportunity to direct a basic research program aimed at new approaches to developing immuno-suppressant agents. Individual for this important assignment must have strong background in Immunochemistry. PhD with 2 to 3 years experience is required.

We are looking for an initiate who will provide expertise in this specialty with the ability to work with a minimum of direction.

As an ethical pharmaceutical division of Richardson-Merrell Inc., The National Drug Company offers you the working relationship and responsibilities of a smaller company as well as an excellent salary and benefits in a large corporation.

Please send your letter with resume in complete confidence to:

J. DOUGLAS DIETRICH

THE NATIONAL DRUG COMPANY
Division of Richardson-Merrell Inc.
4663 Stanton Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa., 19144
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SPECIALIZED RESEARCH EQUIPMENT
WRITE FOR CATALOG

* Electrophoretic, immunoelectrophoretic, and immunodiffusion apparatus. Operating tables and accessories.

COLOB LABORATORIES, INC.
Chicago Heights, Illinois 60411, U.S.A.

Please send me one free copy of COLAB manual & price list.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________

Help us to serve you better.....

USE YOUR ZIP CODE

Remember, your zip code provides faster, more direct delivery of your journals. Use it on all correspondence, too.
NBCo. keeps building to serve you better.

Just look at the way things are growing at NBCo. Things like another fine new building. The one you see here. And things like service that's better than ever. With our greatly expanded facilities, you'll get even faster delivery. Your orders can be processed with greater efficiency. We'll have even larger inventories of our more than 3000 items with space for the development of plenty of new ones.

Yes, we'll keep building and changing. That's progress. We'll also keep many of our old ways of doing things. That's dependability. You'll still get the purest biochemicals at the lowest possible prices. You can still expect speedy 24-hour delivery anywhere in the continental U.S.A.; 80-hour delivery anywhere in the world. And you can always count on us to fill your order accurately. As we said, NBCo. keeps building to serve you better.